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                                                                           Abstract 

Aim: Liver vessel density can be evaluated by DDVD (diffusion derived vessel density): 

DDVD(b0b1) = Sb0/ROIarea0 – Sb1/ROIarea1,  where Sb0 and Sb1 refer to the liver signal when 

b is  0 or 1 (s/mm2);  ROIarea0 and ROIarea1 refer to the region-of-interest on b= 0 or 1 images. 

Sb1 and ROIarea1 may be replaced by Sb25 and ROIarea25 or Sb50 and ROIarea50 (i.e., by 

images of b=25 or 50 s/mm2). With rat biliary duct ligation (BDL) model, this study assessed the 

usefulness of liver DDVD computed from a simplified IVIM imaging protocol.   

Materials and Methods: Male Sprague-Dawley rats were used, and  1, 2, 3, 4 weeks post BDL 

had rat number of 5, 5, 5,3 respectively. Partial recanalization (n=12) was performed with rats 

had BDL for 7 days and MRI was done mean 14 days after recanalization. Liver diffusion MR 

images were acquired using with a 3.0T magnet with a b-value distribution of  0, 30, 50, 75, 100, 

150, 300, 700, 1000 s/mm2. DDVDmean (control rats n=6) was the mean of DDVD(b0b25) and 

DDVD(b0b50). IVIM fitting started from b = 0 with segmented fitting and a threshold b of 50 

s/mm2 (n=5 for control rats).  Three 3-D space was constructed using PF, Dslow, and Dfast; PF, 

Dslow, and DDVDmean; or PF, Dfast,  and DDVDmean.   

Results: BDL week 1, 2, 3, 4 rats and partial recanalization rats had mean liver fibrosis METAVIR 

score of 1.5, 2.4, 3.25, 3.7 and 2.42 respectively. The control rats  and BDL rats (n=18) had a 

liver DDVDmean of 84.0±26.2 and 44.7±14.4 au/pixel (p<0.001). Each diffusion MRI parameter 

alone could not totally separate healthy livers and all fibrotic livers (n=30, BDL and BDL+ 

recanalization rats). All 3-D spaces totally separated healthy livers and all fibrotic livers. The 

mean relative distance between healthy liver cluster and fibrotic liver cluster was 0.331 for PF, 

Dslow, and Dfast; Dfast, 0.381 for or PF, Dfast,  and DDVDmean; and 0.384 for PF, Dslow, and DDVDmean.   

Conclusion: A combination of PF, Dslow, and Dfast allows a total separation of all healthy livers 

and fibrotic livers, with the integration of DDVD improved the separation. 

 

Keywords:  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM); diffusion; 

perfusion; liver; fibrosis; viral hepatitis  
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On liver diffusion weighted imaging, blood vessels show high signal when there is no diffusion 

gradient (b=0 s/mm2), while show low signal even when very low b-values (such as b=1 s/mm2) 

is applied. Recently Wang [1] proposed that liver vessel density can be measured by a 

diffusion weighted imaging derived surrogate biomarker (DDVD: diffusion derived vessel 

density): 

DDVD(b0b1) = Sb0/ ROIarea0 -Sb1/ROIarea1                                                             (1)                                                                                                                               

where Sb0 refers to the measured liver signal intensity when b=0 s/mm2, and Sb1 refers to 

the measured liver signal intensity when b=1 s/mm2.  ROIarea0 and ROIarea1 refer to the 

region-of-interest (ROI) on b=0 s/mm2 and b=1 s/mm2 images, respectively, and ‘/’ means 

‘divided by’.     

Sb1 and ROIarea1 can also be approximated by other low b-value diffusion image’s data [2, 3].  

While we advocate sampling 16 b-values for liver IVIM imaging [4, 5], simplified IVIM protocols 

using less b-values are often adopted clinically, and very low b-value images are not always 

acquired. With a rat biliary duct ligation model, this study assessed the usefulness of liver DDVD 

measure computed from a simplified IVIM imaging protocol, alone and in combination with 

other IVIM parameters, to assess liver fibrosis. Instead of DDVD computed from the signal 

difference between on b=0 s/mm2 and b =2~15 s/mm2 images as we previously reported [1-3], 

in this study DDVD was computed from the signal difference between on b=0 s/mm2 and b =30 

or 50 s/mm2 images.  

 

Material and Methods 

Animals: 

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (weight: 300 ± 20g) were used. For bile duct blockage ligation (BDL) 

surgery, rats’ lower segment of common bile duct ligated. Recanalization operation was 

performed with rats common bile duct isolated and ligated for 7 days. Via a laparotomy, the 

ligated distal end of the common bile duct was dissected, and an anastomosis was established 

between the common bile duct and  the jejunum, which was sectioned 5 cm from the 

duodenojejunal angle [6].  
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Fig-1. The experimental procedures for rats.  In total 8 control rats and 30 rats with surgery 

were studied. *: Two of the control rats failed the MRI examination.  

 

Magnetic resonance imaging: 

MRI images were acquired with a 3.0T magnet (Ingenia, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) 

with a 4-channel animal coil (Suzhou Zhongzhi Medical Technologies Co., Suzhou, China). Rats 

were anesthetized and placed in a prone position. An upper abdominal belt was used to 

minimize liver motion. For liver diffusion weighted imaging MRI, the parameters were as 

follows: TR/TE = 2000/55 ms; EPI factor = 63, FOV=50×50 mm, slice thickness = 3 mm, number 

of slices = 9, matrix = 64×63, motion probing gradients in three orthogonal axes. SPIR technique 

(Spectral Pre-saturation with Inversion-Recovery) was used for fat suppression. The  b-value 

distribution was 0, 30, 50, 75, 100, 150, 300, 700, 1000 s/mm2. NEX was 3 and 4 respectively for 

images of b=700 and b=1000, while NEX was 1 for images of other b-values.  

 

Image analysis  
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All quantitative data analysis was implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). For 

DDVD/area measurement, ROI for liver parenchyma was segmented on the b=0 s/mm2 image 

(resulting in ROI area of area0) and the b=25 (or 50) s/mm2 image (resulting in ROI area of 

area25 or area50) respectively  (Figure-2) [2].  

Two parameters were obtained as  

DDVD(b0b25) = Sb0/ROIarea0 – Sb2/ROIarea25                                                        (2) 

DDVD(b0b50) = Sb0/ROIarea0 – Sb50/ROIarea50                                                      (3)  

The average of area weighted DDVDs of included liver axial slice’s was the value of the liver. For 

each rat, measurement was conducted twice, and the mean of the two measurement was 

adopted as the final result.  DDVDmean is then the mean of DDVD(b0b25) and DDVD(b0b50).  

The bi-compartmental IVIM modeling is based on Equation-4:  

SI(b)/SI(0)  =  (1 - PF) × exp(-b × Dslow) + PF × exp(-b × Dfast)                                                      (4)                                                     

where SI(b) and SI(0) denote the signal intensity of images acquired with the b-factor value of b 

and b=0 s/mm2, respectively. Dslow (or D) is the diffusion coefficient representing the slow ‘pure’ 

molecular diffusion (unaffected by perfusion).  IVIM analysis follow the principle of our previous 

studies for human subjects [1, 4, 5, 7].  The standard analysis was segmented fitting with a 

threshold b of 50 s/mm2 [8].   For each rat, measurement was conducted twice, and the mean 

of the two measurement was adopted as the final result.  
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Fig-2. Region of interest (ROI) segmentation of right liver parenchyma for DDVD and IVIM 

parameter calculation. A, DDVD evaluation. ROI is segmented on the b = 0 s/mm2 image and 

the b = 25 s/mm2 image. Then, on the b = 0 s/mm2 image, a threshold is selected to remove all 

pixels of vessels that are of bright signal; on the b = 25 s/mm2 image, in addition to the removal 

of bright signal pixels, a threshold is selected to remove all pixels of vessels that are of “signal 

void”. B, IVIM evaluation. An example of ROI drawn over right liver parenchyma for IVIM bio-

exponential processing, and the resulting liver signal curve over increasing b-values, are shown.  

 

Diffusion parameters were used to build 3-D model to predict the best separation between the 

non-fibrotic livers and fibrotic livers. The maximized the relative distance between the healthy 

livers and the fibrotic livers is favored. As previously described [2], to estimate the relative 

distance between the measures of health livers and fibrotic livers, for each rat’s results, the 

DDVDmean,  PF, Dslow, Dfast values were normalized to range between 0 and 1 according to the 

formula:                        .       means the largest value of DDVDmean, PF, Dslow, or 

Dfast in this study; and       means smallest value of DDVDmean, PF, Dslow, or Dfast in this study. As 

the measured values differed substantially among these four parameters, this normalization 

gives each parameter equal weighting. A 3-D coordinate system was initially constructed with 

PF, Dslow and Dfast, and then Dfast or Dslow was replaced with DDVDmean. With support vector 

machine (SVM) approach, the best separating plane between health livers and fibrotic livers 
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was defined  as A*X+B*Y+C*Z+D=0. In the 3-d coordinate system,  the distance between point 

(          and plane  A*X+B*Y+C*Z+D=0 was calculated according to following equation:  

 
                  

         
                                                                                                                                          

(5) 

The mean distance of points representing healthy livers to the plane and mean distance of 

points representing fibrotic livers to the line were calculated, and then these two distances 

were added up. 

In total, two control rats failed MRI due to movement during the examination, with motion 

artifacts and low signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, for one additional control rat, only the DDVD 

measurement was available, with IVIM measure unusable due to artifact on high b-value 

images. MRI of all surgery rats could be analyzed.  

After the MRI, the rats had histological examination of the liver with Hematoxylin-eosin staining 

as well as picrosirius staining. Histology was assessed independently by a histopathologist, with 

diagnosis for liver fibrosis was based on the METAVIR criteria. A mean liver fibrosis score for 

each experimental rat group was assigned by the sum of fibrosis staging value divided by the 

number of the rat in the group.    
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       Results 

MRI morphologically, all control rats livers had normal appearance, while all rats with BDL had 

dilated biliary duct system. Of the rats with re-cannulation operation, biliary duct system 

remained dilated on MRI, with none showing apparent resolvement of biliary duct dilatation. 

The histopathological grading for liver fibrosis is shown in table-1. For the re-cannulation group, 

diverse liver fibrosis stages were noted. However, the mean of liver fibrosis score of the re-

cannulation group was higher than the week-1 group (2.42 vs 1.6), suggesting overall progress 

of liver fibrosis, rather than overall recovery, following the re-cannulation surgery.  

 

 

 

Table-1.  METAVIR score of the experimental rats livers with surgery intervention.  

BDL duration  rat number  stage-1 stage-2 stage-3 stage-4 
mean fibrosis 

score  

7 days 5 2 3     1.6 

14 days 5   3 2   2.4 

21 days* 4   1 1 2 3.25 

28 days 3     1 2 3.7 

Re-cannulation  12 2 5 3 2 2.42 

 

* One rat in this group missed histology examination.  
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The control rats had a liver DDVDmean of 84.0±26.2 au/pixel, which was significantly higher than 

that of the rats with BDL (44.7±14.4 au/pixel, p<0.001) (Fig-3).  

 

Fig-3. DDVD measures of control rats and rats with different time points post-BDL (biliary duct 

ligation). A shows the results of DDVD(b0b25). B shows the results of DDVD(b0b50). C shows the 

correlation between DDVD(b0b25)and DDVD(b0b50). D shows the results of DDVDmean.  All: all rats 

with BDL (n=18).  
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PF alone could not totally separate healthy livers and all fibrotic livers (n=30, BDL rats and BDL 

rats with recanalization) (Fig-4A). According to equation-5, a 3-D space was constructed initially 

with PF, Dslow, and Dfast (Fig-4B), and then additional two 3-D spaces was constructed by 

replacing Dfast by DDVDmean, or by replacing Dslow by DDVDmean [2]. All 3-D spaces totally 

separated healthy livers and all fibrotic livers. For these three 3-D spaces, the mean relative 

distances between healthy liver cluster and fibrotic liver cluster were respectively 0.331 for PF, 

Dslow, and Dfast, 0.381 for PF, DDVDmean, and Dfast, and 0.384 for PF, Dslow, and DDVDmean. With 

the assumption that bigger distance suggests potential better separation of non-fibrotic liver 

and fibrotic livers, the best separation of healthy liver and fibrotic livers was achieved with a 

combination of PF, Dslow, and DDVDmean (Fig-4C).  

 

 

Fig-4. Separation of healthy livers (n=5) and all fibrotic livers (n=30, BDL rats and BDL+ 

recanalization rats) by diffusion MRI metrics. A: PF alone cannot totally separate healthy livers 

and all fibrotic livers. B: a combination of PF, Dslow, and Dfast totally separates healthy livers and 

all fibrotic livers. C: compared with (B), a combination of PF, Dslow, and DDVDmean even better 

separates healthy livers and all fibrotic livers. 
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                                                                         Discussion 

In this study, a BDL model and a BDL-recanalization model were applied, and liver fibrosis of 

varying severity was included as expected (table-1). A longer duration of BDL was associated 

with a higher mean liver fibrosis score. The BDL-recanalization model applied in this study has 

been described by dos Santos et al [6]. This type of operation is associated with complications. 

The propulsive power of intestine wall can add to the biliary duct pressure, leading to bowel-

biliary reflux. Free entering of the enteric content to the biliary duct may induce episodes of 

mechanical obstruction, leading to cholestasis and cholangitis. These were confirmed in this 

study by the continued existence of dilated biliary duct anatomically.  The mean of liver 

fibrosis score of the re-cannulation group was higher than the week-1 group (2.42 vs 1.5), 

suggesting overall progress of liver fibrosis following the re-recanalization surgery. 

The liver fibrosis caused with biliary duct blockage confirms what we have observed in our 

human patient studies that a combination of PF, Dslow, and Dfast allows a total separation of all 

healthy livers and fibrotic livers (Fig-4B). Thus, this study further supports our previous results 

that diffusion MRI can be used to detect even stage-1 fibrosis (four stage-1 fibrosis livers in 

this study) [4,5].  This study also confirmed that the integration of DDVD into the IVIM dataset 

improves the total separation of healthy livers and livers.  
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